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Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T-45 minutes! #RadResChat

15 hours ago

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T-45 minutes! #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @RadiologyACR: Planning to join tonight's #RadResChat? Check out these tips, then follow the
conversation at 8pm ET!
@ACRRFS https://t…

Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
Starting in 13 minutes!

14 hours ago

Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
Less than 15 minutes!! #RadResChat is the place to be!

14 hours ago

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: Less than 15 minutes!! #RadResChat is the place to be!

14 hours ago

Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @arathimd: Less than 15 minutes!! #RadResChat is the place to be!

14 hours ago
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14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat!
Tonight we will discuss "#Radvocacy 101”! Who’s
joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself and say hello!
Also don’t forget to mention
“#RadResChat” after every post during the discussion!
https://t.co/PJHFrJGlZO

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Before we begin, here are some quick tips on how to follow along and participate during the
#RadResChat! Looking forward to the discussion! https://t.co/IyX57B5Xis

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat!
101”! Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce…

14 hours ago

Tonight we will discuss "#Radvocacy

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
Hello everyone! Kirang from @UMKCRads and looking forward to learning everything #Radvovacy!!
#RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
Welcome everyone! I'm Alex Podlaski, an R4 @MetroRadRes. I'm glad we're about to spend the
next hour discussing how vital #Radvocacy is for all of us. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
Welcome everyone! My name is Alisha and I am the current @ACRRFS Advocacy Liaison. So
excited to chat with you all about #radvocacy today! #RadResChat

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: Welcome everyone! I'm Alex Podlaski, an R4 @MetroRadRes. I'm glad we're about
to spend the next hour discussing how vital #Radv…

Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
Hello, I am Alexander Rand, a current breast imaging fellow, and am excited to talk about
#radvocacy. #RadResChat

14 hours ago

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat!
101”! Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce…

14 hours ago

Tonight we will discuss "#Radvocacy
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14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: Welcome everyone! My name is Alisha and I am the current @ACRRFS Advocacy
Liaison. So excited to chat with you all about #rad…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Looking forward to having everyone join us tonight! So let’s get started!
https://t.co/DNX9A1c9DI

Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat!
101”! Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce…

14 hours ago

#RadResChat

14 hours ago

Tonight we will discuss "#Radvocacy

14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
Hey everyone and welcome to our Radvocacy 101 #Radreschat! My name is Aaron Bush and I am
a third year radiation oncology resident @MayoFL_RORes Looking forward to a discussion that
could not be more important to the field of radiation oncology right now!

Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat!
101”! Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce…

14 hours ago

Tonight we will discuss "#Radvocacy

Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
RT @ACRRFS: Looking forward to having everyone join us tonight! So let’s get started!
#RadResChat https://t.co/DNX9A1c9DI

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: Hey everyone and welcome to our Radvocacy 101 #Radreschat! My name is
Aaron Bush and I am a third year radiation oncology…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T1: What is advocacy and why does it matter? #RadResChat https://t.co/ckOZwKGotc

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: Hey everyone and welcome to our Radvocacy 101 #Radreschat! My name is
Aaron Bush and I am a third year radiation oncology…

Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
Hi all, looking forward to participating in tonight’s #RadResChat

14 hours ago
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14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: Before we begin, here are some quick tips on how to follow along and participate
during the #RadResChat! Looking forward to the…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: Hi all, looking forward to participating in tonight’s #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
Advocacy is first and foremost about ensuring that our patients have easy access to high quality
and affordable care However, a startling number of people have been essentially shut out of
American healthcare We need to do better, and advocacy is how we get there #RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
T1: (1/2) Might sound a little cheesy, but advocacy should be about the present and future. It’s
recognizing what issues and practices are important now and then doing something/raising
awareness about them. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
This!
#RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
@AlexanderRandMD Welcome @AlexanderRandMD ! Excited to have you here! #RadResChat

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: T1: (1/2) Might sound a little cheesy, but advocacy should be about the present and
future. It’s recognizing what issues and pr…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
#RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @APodMD: T1: (1/2) Might sound a little cheesy, but advocacy should be about the present and
future. It’s recognizing what issues and pr…

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: Advocacy is first and foremost about ensuring that our patients have easy
access to high quality and affordable care Howe…
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14 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
T1: (1/2) Advocacy is being the voice of radiology for legislators and policymakers. It is crucial that
we understand proposed legislation for our specialty, so we can ensure a positive future for
Radiology. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
T1: (2/2) Being a member of ACR helps you stay in the loop of important policies that are under
review so that we, as the next generation of radiologists, stay engaged and can help ensure a bright
future. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: T1: (1/2) Advocacy is being the voice of radiology for legislators and policymakers.
It is crucial that we understand propose…

14 hours ago
Dana Galvan, MD, MPH @DanaG65334307
Hi #RadResChat ! I am an R2 at UNM. I am excited to learn more about "#Radvocacy101" !!

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
"advocacy should be about the present and future." Totally Agree! #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @arathimd: T1: (2/2) Being a member of ACR helps you stay in the loop of important policies
that are under review so that we, as the nex…

14 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T1: Advocacy has different meanings for different people. It can be fighting for patients' needs,
reducing marginalization, heightening awareness, proving your own value, etc. Each person's
advocacy is his/her/hir own flavor. It's asking for what you stand. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@arathimd And signing up to be your program's @ACRRAN representative #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Well Said! #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T1: Advocacy has different meanings for different people. It can be
fighting for patients' needs, reducing marginaliz…
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14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @arathimd And signing up to be your program's @ACRRAN representative
#RadResChat

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@AlexanderRandMD That's exactly it! No blanket definition for #Radvocacy. The future of
healthcare and advocacy is personalized and inclusive. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @AlexanderRandMD That's exactly it! No blanket definition for #Radvocacy. The
future of healthcare and advocacy is personalized…

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T1: Advocacy has different meanings for different people. It can be
fighting for patients' needs, reducing marginaliz…

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T2: How can you advocate and get involved with advocacy opportunities? #RadResChat
https://t.co/v3gPDlS7hX

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
T2: (1/2) So many ways, including this #RasResChat! Follow advocacy content/accounts on twitter.
@RADPAC, @ACRRAN, @ACRRFS. Sign up to be your program’s @ACRRAN representative
(contact @arathimd). #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
T2: (2/2)Go to conferences (#ACR2022) and listen to the issues being discussed. Write your
legislators about issues that matter to you. Join your state radsociety. Participate in ACR Day on the
Hill. Most of all, talk to colleagues and listen to your patients. #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T2: First step to #Radvocacy... join @RadiologyACR!! No matter what stage in career you are in,
YOU can advocate for your specialty #Radiology ! #RadResChat @ACRRFS @futureradres
@RadiologySIG
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
RT @ACRRFS: T2: How can you advocate and get involved with advocacy opportunities?
#RadResChat https://t.co/v3gPDlS7hX

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: T2: (1/2) So many ways, including this #RasResChat! Follow advocacy
content/accounts on twitter. @RADPAC, @ACRRAN, @ACRRFS. Sig…

14 hours ago
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14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: T2: (2/2)Go to conferences (#ACR2022) and listen to the issues being discussed.
Write your legislators about issues that matter…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @koolkpMD: T2: First step to #Radvocacy... join @RadiologyACR!! No matter what stage in
career you are in, YOU can advocate for your spe…
14 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
T2: (1/2) -Join the ACR! -Volunteer to be a RAN (Radiology Advocacy Network) liaison for your
residency program -Participate in RADTOBERFEST -Participate in Call to Actions campaigns, such
as #stopthecuts #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T2: Great points! There are also many opportunities to get involved in your state society and
advocate on a local level. Be sure to join your state's RFS section or start one of your own!
#RadResChat
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T2: You’ve already started by being in this chat! It’s important to educate yourself on pressing issues
before you can help increase awareness in others. Stay tuned at #RadResChat for more.
14 hours ago
Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @koolkpMD: T2: First step to #Radvocacy... join @RadiologyACR!! No matter what stage in
career you are in, YOU can advocate for your spe…
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T2: Great points! There are also many opportunities to get involved in
your state society and advocate on a local level…

Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @APodMD: T2: (1/2) So many ways, including this #RasResChat! Follow advocacy
content/accounts on twitter. @RADPAC, @ACRRAN, @ACRRFS. Sig…

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T2: You’ve already started by being in this chat! It’s important to educate
yourself on pressing issues before you can he…

Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
And of course, attend @RadiologyACR in person! 🥳

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T2: You can advocate on many levels. You can be an advocate in your daily care. You can join the
ACR or another national organization with a platform. You can share knowledge. Reach out to your
community and colleagues. I am a fan of #BreastCancerAwareness #RadResChat
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14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T2: (1/3) Get social. Find an issue you’re passionate about and speak up. Social media is a great
way to reach out to both colleagues and relevant national officials about enacting change. Phone
calls, emails, and snail mail all work too! #RadResChat
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T2: Great points! There are also many opportunities to get involved in
your state society and advocate on a local level…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: T2: (1/2) -Join the ACR! -Volunteer to be a RAN (Radiology Advocacy Network)
liaison for your residency program -Participa…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T2: (1/3) Get social. Find an issue you’re passionate about and speak up.
Social media is a great way to reach out to both…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T2: You can advocate on many levels. You can be an advocate in your
daily care. You can join the ACR or another nati…
14 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
@arathimd Signing up to be the @ACRRAN representative for your residency is a great way to
learn about opportunities to advocate in the field. Message @arathimd if you're interested in
participating. #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: @arathimd Signing up to be the @ACRRAN representative for your
residency is a great way to learn about opportunities to…
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T2: Great points! There are also many opportunities to get involved in
your state society and advocate on a local level…
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @arathimd: T2: (1/2) -Join the ACR! -Volunteer to be a RAN (Radiology Advocacy Network)
liaison for your residency program -Participa…
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T2: (2/3) Get personal. Look up your government officials (senators and representatives) and share
your patient’s #cancer story with them to illustrate why an issue is so important. Or help a
professional society do it for you! #RadResChat @marcorubio @senrickscott @POTUS
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: @arathimd Signing up to be the @ACRRAN representative for your
residency is a great way to learn about opportunities to…
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14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T2: (2/3) Get personal. Look up your government officials (senators and
representatives) and share your patient’s #cancer…
14 hours ago
Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Every radiology program gets their own @ACRRAN representative! So if yours doesn’t, it’s
something to consider adding! @acrrfs @RadChiefs #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@AaronBushMD Absolutely. A lot of legislators have staff dedicated to social media. It's such a
great resource for advocacy. #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T2: (3/3) Get involved, Support your professional societies! Organizations like @RadiologyACR,
@ACRRFS, @ASTRO_org, @ASCO, @ARRO_org, and @ACROradonc act as a megaphone for
our collective advocacy voice Take on a leadership role or support financially, it all helps!
#RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Does your program not have an @ACRRAN representative? Then contact @arathimd!
#RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T2: (3/3) Get involved, Support your professional societies! Organizations like
@RadiologyACR, @ACRRFS, @ASTRO_org, @ASCO,…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @AaronBushMD Absolutely. A lot of legislators have staff dedicated to social
media. It's such a great resource for advocacy. #R…
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@AaronBushMD @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @ASTRO_org @ASCO @ARRO_org
@ACRORadOnc “When the world is silent, even one voice becomes powerful.” #RadResChat
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
So many great #RadOnc professional societies out there to help YOU advocate and get involved
with! #RadResChat ⬇️⬇️⬇️
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @AaronBushMD @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @ASTRO_org @ASCO
@ARRO_org @ACRORadOnc “When the world is silent, even one voice becomes pow…
14 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T2: On the same note, be sure to participate in ACR Call to Action (CTA) emails. It's a quick and
easy way to reach out to your state legislators and advocate for your patients. #RadResChat
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T2: On the same note, be sure to participate in ACR Call to Action (CTA)
emails. It's a quick and easy way to reach out…
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Toma Omofoye, MD @TomaOmofoyeMD
Hi I’m Toma Omofoye Breast radiologist. Here to listen #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
@NatashaMongaMD @arathimd @ACRRAN Find mentors in your residency/institution/program to
cultivate your advocacy skills. Thank you @SHerschorn @UVMradres #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
Totally agree! I participated with the ACR Call to Action last year and I wish I knew how easy it was
because I would have started so much earlier! #RadResChat

Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@TomaOmofoyeMD Thanks for joining! #RadResChat

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @APodMD: @AaronBushMD @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @ASTRO_org @ASCO
@ARRO_org @ACRORadOnc “When the world is silent, even one voice becomes pow…
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: Does your program not have an @ACRRAN representative? Then contact
@arathimd! #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: T2: (3/3) Get involved, Support your professional societies! Organizations like
@RadiologyACR, @ACRRFS, @ASTRO_org, @ASCO,…
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@koolkpMD Yes! It doesn't take more than a few clicks and knowing your zip code. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @koolkpMD Yes! It doesn't take more than a few clicks and knowing your zip code.
#RadResChat
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @koolkpMD: Totally agree! I participated with the ACR Call to Action last year and I wish I knew
how easy it was because I would have st…
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@NatashaMongaMD It doesn't take more than a couple minutes to reach out. @ACRRAN makes it
incredibly easy. #RadResChat
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @NatashaMongaMD It doesn't take more than a couple minutes to reach out.
@ACRRAN makes it incredibly easy. #RadResChat

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=11%2F10%2F2021&shour=16&smin=0&tdate…
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ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T3: What are some current issues where advocacy is important? #RadResChat
https://t.co/Judd84kCvv

14 hours ago

14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
T3: The pending CMS reimbursement cuts are still a huge issue. CMS budget net neutrality
requirements make it so that practices and hospitals that provide vital imaging continue to have their
resources diminished. This negatively affects patients! #RadResChat
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T3: Maldistribution of radiotherapy facilities favoring higher income and urban areas has yet to
significantly improve. Excellent visual from Maroongroge et al. #RadResChat @MDAndersonNews
https://t.co/Ts3xVgSzXR https://t.co/ngR5YsdbY9
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: T3: The pending CMS reimbursement cuts are still a huge issue. CMS budget net
neutrality requirements make it so that practices…
14 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: Maldistribution of radiotherapy facilities favoring higher income and urban
areas has yet to significantly improve. Ex…
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: Maldistribution of radiotherapy facilities favoring higher income and urban
areas has yet to significantly improve. Ex…
14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T3: The looming #ROAPM appears to be yet another threat to the most vulnerable patient
populations (rural, low income). Sweeping medicare reimbursement cuts will begin overnight for
30% (see map) of all eligible radiation episodes starting January 1st 2022. #RadResChat @j_luh
https://t.co/QDPVBm19pw
14 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@AaronBushMD @MDAndersonNews This is so helpful for us visual learners. #RadResChat

14 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T3: #Fixpriorauth. Most radiation oncologists are aware of infamous peer to peer reviews and neverending requests for alternative treatment plans. Patients are ultimately hurt the most as these
delays needlessly withhold urgently needed cancer care. #RadResChat @HPannie
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: #Fixpriorauth. Most radiation oncologists are aware of infamous peer to
peer reviews and never-ending requests for alt…
13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
T3: (1/2) Currently, you can respond to a CTA (Call to Action) and urge your member of Congress to
Support H.R. 8702. #RadResChat
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13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: T3: (1/2) Currently, you can respond to a CTA (Call to Action) and urge your
member of Congress to Support H.R. 8702. #RadRes…
13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @arathimd: T3: (1/2) Currently, you can respond to a CTA (Call to Action) and urge your
member of Congress to Support H.R. 8702. #RadRes…
13 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T3: What is important to you? #healthcaredisparities , #medicare , #education , #AI , knowing your
own worth, etc. Don't be afraid to fight for yourself! #RadResChat
13 hours ago
AI Bot by uCloudify.com @uCloudifyAI
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3: What is important to you? #healthcaredisparities , #medicare ,
#education , #AI , knowing your own worth, etc. Do…
13 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T3: Maintaining access to screening mammography at age 40, insurance coverage for
tomosynthesis and supplemental breast cancer screening, and much more. You can track state
legislative issues here: https://t.co/r7x15Wd1Dq #RadResChat

Dana Galvan, MD, MPH @DanaG65334307
Agree! Very important for early screening!

13 hours ago

13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
This is an amazing resource for getting started in local and state level advocacy. #RadResChat

13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: This is an amazing resource for getting started in local and state level advocacy.
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Maintaining access to screening mammography at age 40, insurance
coverage for tomosynthesis and supplemental breast…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3: What is important to you? #healthcaredisparities , #medicare ,
#education , #AI , knowing your own worth, etc. Do…
13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3: What is important to you? #healthcaredisparities , #medicare ,
#education , #AI , knowing your own worth, etc. Do…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: The looming #ROAPM appears to be yet another threat to the most
vulnerable patient populations (rural, low income).…
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13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Maintaining access to screening mammography at age 40, insurance
coverage for tomosynthesis and supplemental breast…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: The looming #ROAPM appears to be yet another threat to the most
vulnerable patient populations (rural, low income).…
13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
This is such a great link Natasha. Check out the post below for state legislative issues you can
#radvocate for!
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: Maldistribution of radiotherapy facilities favoring higher income and urban
areas has yet to significantly improve. Ex…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T4: Why do YOU advocate? Share your experience! #RadResChat https://t.co/dBQs8viJv6

13 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T3: Curious to learn more? Check out @AaronBushMD latest RO Corner article in @ACRFS eNews
with links to additional resources, including an educational webinar w/ @ARRO_org.
https://t.co/C8ib4O30qJ #RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Curious to learn more? Check out @AaronBushMD latest RO Corner
article in @ACRFS eNews with links to additional res…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Curious to learn more? Check out @AaronBushMD latest RO Corner
article in @ACRFS eNews with links to additional res…
13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
T4: I advocate because I never want to sit back and assume that what matters to me is being
spoken about. If I want to see the change, I want to be the change. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Rich Heller @reh3md
@arathimd A little late to the Twitter party but this: 💯. The @RadiologyACR & @ACRRAN teams
are a terrific resource. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T4: I #radvocate because I care about the future of my #patients and my specialty! #RadResChat

13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: T4: I advocate because I never want to sit back and assume that what matters to
me is being spoken about. If I want to see the…
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13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @reh3md: @arathimd A little late to the Twitter party but this: 💯. The @RadiologyACR &
@ACRRAN teams are a terrific resource. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
T4: Civic engagement and staying involved within ACR is important because I want to help pave the
future for the practice of Radiology. Working with @RADPAC and @ACRRAN helps us have a voice
in Washington DC for a positive direction for the future of Radiology. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Rich Heller @reh3md
RT @koolkpMD: T4: I #radvocate because I care about the future of my #patients and my specialty!
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @koolkpMD: T4: I #radvocate because I care about the future of my #patients and my specialty!
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @arathimd: T4: Civic engagement and staying involved within ACR is important because I want
to help pave the future for the practice of…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @arathimd: T4: Civic engagement and staying involved within ACR is important because I want
to help pave the future for the practice of…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @koolkpMD: T4: I #radvocate because I care about the future of my #patients and my specialty!
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Maintaining access to screening mammography at age 40, insurance
coverage for tomosynthesis and supplemental breast…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @arathimd: T4: Civic engagement and staying involved within ACR is important because I want
to help pave the future for the practice of…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @APodMD: T4: I advocate because I never want to sit back and assume that what matters to
me is being spoken about. If I want to see the…
13 hours ago
Zuby Syed @craniocaudal
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T3: Maintaining access to screening mammography at age 40, insurance
coverage for tomosynthesis and supplemental breast…
13 hours ago
Aaron Bush, MD @AaronBushMD
T4: I advocate for the underserved. Growing up in a low-income and rural household I recall
struggling to just have access to primary care. I cannot imagine how difficult it is for cancer patients
in this situation to access the multidisciplinary team they need. #RadResChat
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13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AaronBushMD: T4: I advocate for the underserved. Growing up in a low-income and rural
household I recall struggling to just have access…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AaronBushMD: T4: I advocate for the underserved. Growing up in a low-income and rural
household I recall struggling to just have access…
13 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T4: I advocate because I am hopeful for the future of radiology. I advocate for my patients. I
advocate for myself. #disability #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Syam Reddy MD @sreddyimaging
RT @koolkpMD: T4: I #radvocate because I care about the future of my #patients and my specialty!
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4: I advocate because I am hopeful for the future of radiology. I advocate
for my patients. I advocate for myself.…
13 hours ago
Rich Heller @reh3md
@arathimd @RADPAC @ACRRAN Yes! As has been told to me many times, if you’re not willing to
be at the table, be prepared to be on the menu. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4: I advocate because I am hopeful for the future of radiology. I advocate
for my patients. I advocate for myself.…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @reh3md: @arathimd @RADPAC @ACRRAN Yes! As has been told to me many times, if
you’re not willing to be at the table, be prepared to be o…
13 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
T4: I radvocate for the health of our patients and for the future of our specialty. We must get
involved and stay engaged, locally and nationally. Advocacy is a lifelong commitment!
#RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T4: I radvocate for the health of our patients and for the future of our
specialty. We must get involved and stay engag…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T4: I radvocate for the health of our patients and for the future of our
specialty. We must get involved and stay engag…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Thanks everyone for a great discussion and everyone who participated! We are approaching the
hour! Any last thoughts before we wrap up!? 💬 #RadResChat https://t.co/81oqHq1AWb
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13 hours ago
Dana Galvan, MD, MPH @DanaG65334307
RT @AaronBushMD: T4: I advocate for the underserved. Growing up in a low-income and rural
household I recall struggling to just have access…
13 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T4: On a personal level, being hard-of-hearing, especially in medicine, has forced me to have a
voice to fight for myself and for others along the way. Complacency leads to system failure and
decay. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4: On a personal level, being hard-of-hearing, especially in medicine,
has forced me to have a voice to fight for mys…
13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
Advocacy is important in every facet of life, and particularly for our patients and the practice of
Radiology. If any residents have any questions on how to get involved please feel free to reach out
to me!
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Thank you to our amazing moderators @arathimd, @AaronBushMD and @APodMD! We all
learned so much! 👏👏👏 Hope to see everyone at the next #RadResChat!👋
https://t.co/QQlgTPd4Jw

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: Thank you to our amazing moderators @arathimd, @AaronBushMD and
@APodMD! We all learned so much! 👏👏👏 Hope to see everyone at t…

13 hours ago

13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
@ACRRFS Sometimes advocacy is doing, sometimes it's learning, and sometimes it's just taking
the time to figure out what is important to you. Even small advocative efforts are better than none.
Always people willing to help if you have questions. @arathimd @AaronBushMD #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Rich Heller @reh3md
@ACRRFS How about Medicare reimbursement. Here’s a fun fact: the last time the Medicare
conversion factor was as low as @CMSGov intends to use in 2022, #BluesClues &
#EverybodyLovesRaymond weren’t on TV yet. #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Alex Podlaski, MD, MS @APodMD
RT @reh3md: @ACRRFS How about Medicare reimbursement. Here’s a fun fact: the last time the
Medicare conversion factor was as low as @CMSGov…
13 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
RT @reh3md: @ACRRFS How about Medicare reimbursement. Here’s a fun fact: the last time the
Medicare conversion factor was as low as @CMSGov…
13 hours ago
Natasha Monga, MD @NatashaMongaMD
@AlexanderRandMD Thanks for sharing @AlexanderRandMD. Great article by @ACRRFS
representative @JuanDGuerrero2 et. al in the most recent @JACR discussing disabilities in the
radiological professions. #RadResChat https://t.co/EorjYTmwcl
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13 hours ago
Alisha Rathi, MD @arathimd
RT @reh3md: @ACRRFS How about Medicare reimbursement. Here’s a fun fact: the last time the
Medicare conversion factor was as low as @CMSGov…
13 hours ago
Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
Any #RadRes or #MedStudents out there who were not able to follow along this chat - PLEASE
keep an eye out for the transcript. Tons of great learning points! #RadResChat
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @NatashaMongaMD: @AlexanderRandMD Thanks for sharing @AlexanderRandMD. Great
article by @ACRRFS representative @JuanDGuerrero2 et. al in…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @reh3md: @ACRRFS How about Medicare reimbursement. Here’s a fun fact: the last time the
Medicare conversion factor was as low as @CMSGov…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @APodMD: @ACRRFS Sometimes advocacy is doing, sometimes it's learning, and sometimes
it's just taking the time to figure out what is imp…
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @koolkpMD: Any #RadRes or #MedStudents out there who were not able to follow along this
chat - PLEASE keep an eye out for the transcript…
13 hours ago
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
Thank you #RadResChat and @ACRRFS for providing this platform to share our knowledge and
voices.
13 hours ago
ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
An important tidbit from tonight's @ACRRFS Radvocacy 101 chat.👇Check out #RadResChat to
catch up on all things advocacy 💬
13 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @RadiologyACR: An important tidbit from tonight's @ACRRFS Radvocacy 101 chat.👇Check
out #RadResChat to catch up on all things advocacy 💬
13 hours ago
Juan D Guerrero-Calderón, MD @JuanDGuerrero2
@AlexanderRandMD That is the spirit! We need more voices like yours to continue improving
#diversity and #inclusion in radiology. #RadResChat

Rich Heller @reh3md
@AaronBushMD @ACRRFS @CMSGov Sometimes things just work out. Right, Blue?
#RadResChat https://t.co/fEAcfVsuv9

13 hours ago

13 hours ago
Juan D Guerrero-Calderón, MD @JuanDGuerrero2
T4: In a word of social injustice, I advocate for #equity. We need to bridge disparities regarding
access to quality healthcare for marginalized populations. We need to foster a diverse workplace to
better serve the needs of our diverse patient population.
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13 hours ago
Juan D Guerrero-Calderón, MD @JuanDGuerrero2
T4: In a world of social injustice, I advocate for #equity. We need to bridge disparities regarding
access to quality healthcare for marginalized populations. We need to foster a diverse workplace to
better serve the needs of our diverse patient population.
13 hours ago
Juan D Guerrero-Calderón, MD @JuanDGuerrero2
T4: In a word of social injustice, I advocate for #equity. We need to bridge disparities regarding
access to quality healthcare for marginalized populations. We need to foster a diverse workplace to
better serve the needs of our diverse patient population #RadResChat
13 hours ago
Juan D Guerrero-Calderón, MD @JuanDGuerrero2
T4: In a world of social injustice, I advocate for #equity. We need to bridge disparities regarding
access to quality healthcare for marginalized populations. We need to foster a diverse workplace to
better serve the needs of our diverse patient population #RadResChat
12 hours ago
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JuanDGuerrero2: T4: In a world of social injustice, I advocate for #equity. We need to bridge
disparities regarding access to quality h…

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @yashaguptamd: And of course, attend @RadiologyACR in person! 🥳

12 hours ago

11 hours ago
WALEED ABDELLATIF, MD, MSc, MSHPE, DABR @wwww3003
Hi, Waleed Abdellatif, emergency radiologist here. Joining to listen to #RadResChat on #radvocacy.
#Radres #MedTwitter @ASER_ERad
11 hours ago
WALEED ABDELLATIF, MD, MSc, MSHPE, DABR @wwww3003
@arathimd @RADPAC @ACRRAN Thank you for sharing this. Interested in advocacy for our
profession myself. Would like to engage more in these initiatives #radreschat #Erad
11 hours ago
Join Y. Luh @j_luh
RT @AaronBushMD: T3: The looming #ROAPM appears to be yet another threat to the most
vulnerable patient populations (rural, low income).…
11 hours ago
ACR RAN @ACRRAN
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T4: I radvocate for the health of our patients and for the future of our
specialty. We must get involved and stay engag…
11 hours ago
Mike Lee, MD @Mike_JS_Lee
RT @NatashaMongaMD: T4: I radvocate for the health of our patients and for the future of our
specialty. We must get involved and stay engag…
11 hours ago
Join Y. Luh @j_luh
RT @AaronBushMD: #ROAPM & #Priorauth & #Medicare cuts, oh my! 🌪️Lets talk advocacy and
action in radiation oncology. Just search #RadResC…
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